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HARD HAT LANYARD

BENEFITS AND FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

RELEVANT STANDARDS

WARRANTY

WARNINGS

DXDP710411
TOOL ATTACHMENT WITH SWIVEL

·Read, understand and follow all labels and instructions prior to use.
·Inspect before each use.
·Remove from service if there is evidence of damage or excessive wear.

The DEWALT Web Tool Attachments provide a secure attachment for tethering tools without built-in tethering 
points. The attachment point are rated for small hand tools up to 3 lbs.(1.36 kg.). Secure bby using the DEWALT Tool 
Tape DXDP810100. Once in place it becomes a key component of a tethering system intended to prevent accidental 
drops that can lead to injuries and propriety damage.

Maximum safe working capacity: 3 lbs (1.4 kg)

Materials of construction: Polyester and steel

Meets ANSI/ISEA 121-2018 standard

2 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
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TETHER MULTIPLE TOOLS: 6 Pack quantity perfect for having multiple tools ready to go.

TANGLE FREE: Swiveling d-ring connection for tangle free operation.

DURABILITY: Reinforced, double stiched ends, and steel d-ring designed to provide superior life.

ELASTIC TOOL ATTACHMENT 5 LB.

Part Number

DXDP710411 2.5 in. (6 cm)

Length
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COILED TOOL LANYARD

BENEFITS AND FEATURES

RELEVANT STANDARDS

WARRANTY

WARNINGS

DXDP710900
COILED TOOL LANYARD

·Read, understand and follow all labels and instructions prior to use.
·Inspect before each use.
·Remove from service if there is evidence of damage or excessive wear.

The DEWALT Coiled Tool Lanyard with dual swiveling carabiners is designed for use with small hand tools and 
other PPE weighing up to 2 lbs (0.9kg). The coiled design reduces lanyard length to prevent snags and tangles. 
Once connected, it becomes a key component to a tethering system intended to prevent accidental drops that 
can lead to injuries and property damage.

Meets ANSI/ISEA 121-2018 standard

2 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

DURABILITY: Polyurethane coated steel cable provides corrosion resistance and improved life. 
SECURE CONNECTION:  Screw-lock, dual-action carabiner provides a sure connection
TANGLE FREE: Coiled design with swivel end for tangle free operation

SPECIFICATIONS

Maximum safe working capacity: 2 lbs (0.9 kg)

Materials of construction: PU and Stainless steel

SPECIFICATIONS
Relaxed length: 4 in. (10 cm)  
Extended length: 60 in. (152 cm)
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TOOL TAPE

BENEFITS AND FEATURES

RELEVANT STANDARDS

WARRANTY

WARNINGS

DXDP810100
TOOL TAPE

·Read, understand and follow all labels and instructions prior to use.
·Inspect before each use.
·Remove from service if there is evidence of damage or excessive wear.

The DEWALT Tool Tape provides a quick way to secure attachment points to tools and doesn’t require heat 
to adhere to the tape. Once in place, it becomes a key component of a tethering system intended to prevent 
accidental drops that can lead to injuries and property damage.

Meets ANSI/ISEA 121-2018 standard

2 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

EASE OF INSTALLATION: Silicone material allows for fast installation with no heating required. 
VISIBILITY: Yellow color allows other to see when tools are connected.
SECURE GRIP: Tacky surface of tape helps to provide an improved grip on the tool.
TETHER MULTIPLE TOOLS: Perfect for secure attachment points to multiple tools.

SPECIFICATIONS

Net Weight in lbs.(Product): 0.165 (0.07 kg)

Materials of construction: Silicone

SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 12 ft. (365 cm)  
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